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Nature has laws that human minds can not understand and others whose motives can not be understood and some laws are not
respected by humans,but how nature to anger over transcending its laws, then earthquakes, hurricanes and war translate that anger.
We are not in the search for the cause of the spiral of anger at the scenes of destruction that has occurred in the Middle East because
the reasons are historically linked to a level of depth that the vision can not accurately analyse its recognition.

If we try to explain the conflict; oil will highlight as the most important motives and then comes the geographical importance of a region
which is considered as the heart of the world and the cradle of human civilizations and the origin of all religions which are adopted by
the majority of people.

If we try to jump beyond the colonial division with the beginning of the twentieth century, from here we will understand the causes of all
aspects of the tragic scene of the play of terrorism in all manifestations of tragic chapters starting from the occupation of Iraq to its
consequences which led and evolved in the collapse of the system of balance of the region.

As for the acting powers , undoubtedly : the United States of America advances to represent the main role on the stage and then Iran
follows on the ground in its agenda and arms together with Al Qaeda in various colors and Russia, which entered the second chapter
of the play.

Let us explicitly admit that all accounts and events expectations are no longer available outside their industry circles, , So the media
may deactivate out of the dimensions of the reality of the event, or the media may be harnessed to distract and confuse the minds to
enable passing water under the surface . There is a fact that we must not lose sight of the fact that the qualitative development of
weapons of war, especially those related to mass destruction, has produced the virtue of the great Powers moving away from direct
war among their armies.
This development with the arms race has forced countries to compensate it by the wars of the Agency through the recruitment of
groups and the establishment of armed parties and organisations which perform functions that can not be achieved by fatal advanced
armies.
This was initiated by the United States of America in the face of the Soviet Union by supporting the Afghan Islamic Jihad and the
establishment of AL-Qaeda organisation, whose name was launched on the basis of the database of recruiting fighters from Islamic
countries.

There is no doubt that this recruitment was not a monopoly in favor of US policy after it proved effective and powerful impact in the
face of regular armies or employed in the operations of terrorism and sabotage or social disintegration and chaos.
The importance of this factor has become the focus of attention of the majority of the intelligence services of colonial countries or
projects of ideological political expansion.
Thus, we can consider the Iranian regime to have achieved superiority in this investment and built a central and advanced base in the
Middle East represented by the Lebanese Hezbollah with its military arsenal and the militias it runs on behalf of Iran's expansionist
regime.
Focusing on reading the reality of the events of the region we will find the Iranian role is the main on the ground, noticeably it is the real
ruler of the decision of several Arab capitals officially recognised by itself to demonstrate the skill and experiment of the Iranian politics
in its investment of America's mistakes and even to lure and harness it to serve its sectarian expansionist project.

Perhaps the most important observation which is not hidden to all observers of the events is the strategic cooperation between the
Iranian regime and America in all areas except one case which is considered as the custom horns of the turbaned clerics and the
Iranian media symphony which is expressed by the song of the Great Satan, entitled by No No America and No No Israel ??
In contrast, there is no lie that harmonizes this play except the export of American democracy, which can be considered as the twin
export of the Khomeinist revolution This harmony is not surprising to those who can decipher the secret strategy of the American policy



.

We will assume that the chaos and destruction, which was widespread in Iraq, Syria, Libya and Yemen was not planned in advance
and by this assumption we comfort ourselves in order not to escape the charge that we are the people of a sleeper nation. Here we
wonder about the comparison to the cost of blood and destruction that we have paid and still pay? Why and what are the results?
Everything is crashing on us, under us and around us, and there is no account of our existence or our human values as evidenced by
the testimony of the International Alliance aircrafts or from the bases of sea and land missiles on the big cities and all the residential
neighborhoods and infrastructure that belong to the Sunni Arabs, only the Sunnis?
It is ironic that Russia's intercontinental missiles or strategic bombers to address targets in guerrilla warfare within cities, with the
absence of something called :as global condemnation of the worst crimes of genocide and ethnic cleansing.

As for the UN Security Council,it has turned into a gambling table for the dirtiest act of immoral politics. We will not need more details
to review the reality of the region, all we can understand is that the curtain will reveal the scene of the last chapter to start new offers
for the comedy policy, because the laws of representation impose a dialectical rotation between tragedy and comedy. The role of the
heroes of the agency has ended and they must leave the theater voluntarily or unwillingly, whether to take off their uniforms or use
them in other theaters as necessary needs as they are not more than mercenaries.
As for the brutality of the Assad regime, which was allowed to him to prey on the Syrian people, he could be held in a Alawi tiny state
cage on the Syrian coast to maintain a parasite chasing behind Russian support to feed him if the settlement is performed between the
Russians and the Americans.

As for the remaining components of the Syrian people of the Sunni majority, Druze and Kurds and others; they are nationals of the
draft federal democracy according to the intensity of their presence; Iraq whose reality represents the source of all the problems of the
Middle East with the corruption rampant in all of its bones and joints, this reality will not cost the US policy more than reprogramming
the political process and take into account the rights of its sectarian components, either by dividing it into separate federations or by
allowing the Iraqi people to reproduce a democratic system based on the rights of citizenship and ban every religious or ethnic party.
In all case there must be a transitional stage sponsored by the American sponsor to impose a government of technocrats completely
independent even if it requires reliance on international expertise for this task.

Perhaps the reader may ask, how the above solutions can be put while the arena is still clashing in Syria and everything is disabled on
the Iraqi arena with the emergence of the crisis in the Kurdistan region and the non return of refugees to their areas, from which they
have been displaced in all Arab Sunni provinces? The answer to this question is subject to the reading of the new American strategy.
Without a doubt, this strategy will not be free of regional deals to avoid a devastating war in the entire region. Iran may gain influence
area in southern Iraq if the federal division is oriented.
Thus, the area of American influence includes the provinces of the Sunni Arabs and Kurdistan of Iraq as well as the bulk part of Syria
to begin a new political stage for the reality of the region, in addition to this solution this solution will lead the entire region to a regional
war which its expansion can not be excluded and will end only beyond the limits of Sykes Pico ,, The results of the war will certainly
change all the features of the Middle East region.
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